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University of Centra~ Florida

FUTURE

DA hypnotizing feature, Inside Lines,
page 5.
D Emmining {Dogfood~ Sound cl Vision, page 7.
0 RolUns' tar and feathering, Sportsweek, page 11.

J~uary 22, 19~2

Vol. 14 No. 20

Tuition
increases
proposed
;

by E~beth M. Perkins
Future lfaff

A proposal has been introduced to
the Florida legislature by ·Gov. Bob
Graham that would increase the
co8t of tuition at the state's nine
universities by 14 percen~.

-

Brian LaPeter/FutU·, .

'

SAGA'S saga
UCF students rally for voh:Jntary plqn, better food
by Diane Taylor

The rate hike is part of a five-year
plan to gradually increase student
tuition so students eventually pay
for 30 percent of their education
costs. The plan was established by a
Carnegie Commission report to
alleviate some of.the state's burden
for tuition costs.
But the proposal comes at a tiril~
when many students are beginning
to realize the ramifications of a
decrease in financlal aid from the
federal government.
One rationale behind the proposed
increase is that Florida universities
are trying to rank among the top 25
percent in quality of universities na:-tionwide. With more money, better
salaries will attract higher quality
educators, and university libraries
would als0 improve.

UCF has operated since 1968 on
a mandatory m~ plan system,
according to Dick Scott,,auxiliary
A food fight erupted Monday
services director. Under theplan,
''Several
leading
morning in front of UCF's Adresident students must sign up
legislators have come out
ministration Building, but
for a 10-, 14- or 19-meals-j>er..week
and
openly opposed th~·
Without the traditional jello
plan.
.
resolution."
throwing and mash potato spit. Last semester, a food service
ting.
review committee, chaired by .
Rob Ausland
About 60 students rallied to opScott, studied alternatives to the
.FSA director
pose SAGA food service's manm~dat.ory plan. In a. memorandatory . meal plan for residen._t
dum to resident students, Scott
Graham may be in the minority in
students and to complain about
said the committee recommended
· supporting. an increase, however.
food quality. Waving signs conUCF remain on a mandatory plan
Opposition has come ·from many
demning SAGA foc:>d, · students
because a voluntary plan was-too
legislators as well . as university
took turns voicing opinions at a .
presidents who are afraid that the
SAGA, page IO
1--__;_-------------------------:---~---------..__
increase would make it impossible .
for many people to attend college.
Managing editor

makeshift podium facing the
Reflecting Pond. ·
The.rally was organized by resident students Kathleen Johnson
and Kim . Veroski after Tom
Gergora, a former student
senator and pro tem, resigned his
posts to fight what he called
"vulgar" food served by SAGA.
He repoi:ted that one UCF student was served mashed potatoes
containing crushed glass.
According to Veroski; food
quality is an issue "but not the
primary one. The primary issue is
the mandatory meal plan.';

_______.

Budget reversion less than expected_ of1t::!:O~t"~u:xe:i::aoo~:
by Keith V. Kyker
Future lfaff

"

Gov. Bob Graham has cut the
budgets of the state's ·nine universities and 28 community colleges to
help finance a $56 million shortfall
in the state's budget.
The deficit is the result of lessthan-expected sales tax revenue.
UCF has rep<>rtedly been tagged
with almost half a million dollars of
the figure, but UCF officials say
there's nothing to worry about.
University business manager
John Goree said UCF must revert
about $450,000, in response to the
shortfall of revenue. He said he was
expecting a much bigger cut.
"The things we were talking about
around the fifteenth of November
looked like we were going·to have to
turn back to the state about
$800,000-that's a whopping big
amaunt," Goree said.
Dr. Leslie Ellis, university provost, agrees with Goree's analysis of

the situation.
Ellis pointed out that the money
came from various travel expense
funds and the "lapse" fund, among
other things.
The "lapse" fund consists largely
of money· budgeted but not spent
when instructors resign positions
for various reasons during the term.
The pay the. instructor would have
received during that "lapse" of time
is lumped into the fund.
According to Ellis: "No academic
programs were curtailed by it (the
budget cut). We did not reduce the
number of courses or sections offered in the second term (of the
'81- '82 school year)."
Possible recall of department
funds within the separate colleges t.o
finance the cut also was speculated
in November, hut Ellis said that it
never canie to that. "(We) did not
find it necessary to call back from
the department supplies or expense
dollars becuse we met the call in
other ways.''

. .
feels that students may have a betOne factor necessitating some ter chanee to successfully oppose
budget cutting was the ·decreased this tuition hike than one which took
average of-hours students signed up effect last fall.
for last fall (9.9).
.
.
: "Several leading legislators have
Both Goree and Ellis said that at- . come out and openly opposed the
tempts were made to inform resolution," Ausland said. ."~oth
students of the size class loads need- the senate and house appropnat1ons
ed to graduate in four years. Ellis chairmen have also opposed it.''
said the university is funded on the
basis of full-time student
Some students have begun active
equivalents, meaning those who opposition to Graham's proposal.
take 15 hours per semester. "If you Jeff Fleming, UCF student state adfall short, and if the state revenues vocate, has spearheaded a petition
fall short, then the state will have to drive against any increase. Over
recover those monies Qne way or 1,000 signatures have been colanother way,'' he said.
lected, and Fleming said he feels
Ellis said that a 1ow average class confident many more could be obload makes the university appear tained if needed.
over-budgeted, and that funds are
Student Body Vice President Tico
-called back from such programs.
· ~erez is urging students to write let"They (students) related.that two- ters showing their disapproval of a
thirds ratio (semester hours to rate hike. He said letters dropped in
quarter hours) and· said 'Oh, if we the Student Government office
had to take fifteen quarter holJI's . would be delivered to the area's
before, we only need twelve legislative deleg~tion.
semester hours now,' '' Goree said.
The proposal will be considered in
Cuts, page 10 the current legislative session.
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The Scientific' Approach to a Total Look
and Women .. .lnclu"des Hair Analysis

f~r Men

OPEN .
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. EVENTS
It's time again for the annual Future vs. Student Government softball
game. The teams will begin the battle on UCF's softball field behind the
swimming pool at 11 a.m. tomorrow.

•••

@REDl<EN

Ted Piltzecker, a major force among modem jazz instumentalistlcom·
posers, will be performing in the Student Center Jan. 26, at 8 p.m.
A graduate of the Eastman School, Altzecker has performed in Europe
and the United States, in workshops, concerts, and festivals.
Piltzecker, a vibraphonist, will be teamed with Jim Hodgkinson, a
recognized Canadian jazz artist. Both are cosidered among the top per·
formers in their field.
General admission to the program is $3. UCF students, faculty, and
employees will be admitted free with a valid I.D .

•••

Future open house is Jan. 27, 2 to 4 p.m. in the editorial office. All students,
faculty, and staff are invited

•••

The foreign languages department is sponsoring a poetry reading entitled
":Poetry of Love in the Troubador Tradition" to be held Jan. 28 at 8 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Rehearsal Hall. Readings will be given by professors Barsch,
Cervone and Taylor. Following the poetry readings, refreshments will be
served. Students are invited to attend .

•••

Meet the stars of" PM Magazine" at the first Sigma Delta Chi, Society of
Professional Journalists meeting of the semester.
Carrie Haught and Bill Casale will be guest speakers on Jan. 29 at 1 p.m.
in ED 123.
.
An SDX, SPJ business meeting will follow. All students interested in
joining SDX, SPJ should attend.
·

•••

The state's role in prosecuting victimless crimes is the subject of an.
evening panel discussion Feb. 1 at the Student Center.
Co-sponsored by the Public Administration Department and Student
Government, the 7:30 p.m. program will feature panelists who will discuss;
the use of marijuana, homosexuality, prostitutio~ and obscenity, ·and to
what extent the state should criminalize private conduct betw~n consenting adults.
The panel will consist of state Rep. Tom Bush~ of Ft Lauderdale, Orlando
attorney ,Richard Wilson, .a representative of Gay Community Services of
Central F_lorida, Inc., and Steve Williams, chief assistant state attorney for
the Ninth Judicial Circuit.

•••

The Volunteer Service Bureau is offering a "Volunteer Management
Workshop" on Jan. 27, from · 8:30 to 4:15 p.m. at Lake Buena
Vista Conference Center. Advance registration will be $15 and includes
lunch and materials. CEU credits will be offered.
· The workshop is designed with sessions on how to implement a ne~
volunteer program, how to enhance an existing volunteer program, and
and how 'to add to managerial skills.
For further information call the Volunteer Service Bureau, 841-7681.

P[oplE

One Two Flngers~Dorm Shirt

Yours for S695
It'll cover you up. It'll keep. you warm. Besides, it
says you have good taste when it ~omes to Tequila.
Two Fingers. Order one up ... the Tequila and the
Dorm Shirt. Just fill out the coupon below·and send
along $6.95 for each shirt. The rest is up to you.
Send check or money order to:
Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer
P.O. Box 02609, Detroit, MI 48202
Please send me _ _ Dorm Shirt(s). I have enclosed
$6.95 for each Dorm Shirt ordered.
Specify women's size(s}: 0 Small
0 Large
·

Address

•••

City

Zip

No purchase required. Allow 4·6 weeks
for delivery . Offer good in Continental
U.S. only. Void where prohibited by law.
Michigan residents add sales tax.· Offer
expires August 31 , 1982 .

© 1981 . Imported and bottled
by Hiram Walker & Sons, fnc.,
Burlingan:ie, CA. Tequila, 80 Proof.
Product of Mexico.

Two .Fingers is all it take~.

\

UpdAlE
Donald Langlais, the UCF student guilty of manslaughter for the
shooting death of his wife, Regina, was sentenced Jan. 14 to one year in
prison and 15 year~ probation.
Langlais was tried in the Seminole County Courthouse and was originally
- .
indicted on a charge of second-degree mliraer.

Name

State

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) has awarded UCF
students Paul K. Hofmeister, Melanie Roberts, and Gene Groves $1,500
srholarships for this academic_year, the organization announced today.
The tlµ'ee were of 159 stl)dents nationwide who received INPO scholarships totaling.$238,500. Selection of recipients was based on factors like
U.S. citizenship, grade point average and interest in a career in nuclear
power operations.
The scholarships are funded by the nuclear utilities that sponsor the institute. INPO initiated the . program in 1980, when it awarded 62
fellowsbl.ps totaling $496,000 to advanced engineering students in nuclear
engineering or a: nuclear-related fifth-year degree. Undergraduate support
was included in the Educational Assistance Program this year for the first
'
time.

Over $31,000 was raised last semester for the Minority Student Scholarship Fund. The success of "Saturday Showdown," a combination radiothon
and phonathon coordinated by WOKB radio ~d the UCF development of·
fice, was largely responsible.
Orlando's Sentinel Star newspaper pledged $15,000 to the scholarship
fund if the university could raise the same amount.
The nine-hour Showdown Dec. 19 raised $3, 600 for the fund and prompted
a $5,000 private donation, according to Showdown coordinator James
Blount. This amount, coupled with an already-raised $7 ,000, pushed UCF
sum over $16,000.
According to Blount, Minority Student Services will develop criteria to
award the scholarship for this fall.

,...
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-Van

·bi II

by Mike. Griffin

· No official decision has been made
. concerning the payment of a $1,400
bill for repairs on a Student Government van.
However, Student.Body President
George Chandler said that "we may
be in coun" before the bill is paid.
Bob Dance Dodge, 5152 Highway
17-.92 in Longwood., performed the
work which, a~cording to Chandler,
included unauthorized repairs.
Tony Bushman, service adviser
·for the dealership, said the work was
autho~ed by SG Executive Adviser Mark Donaldson. In a Future

still . ·unsettled

article last week, Bushman said that Donaldson, SG Accountant Ray
Donaldson instructed. him to ''get Heine and UCF Attorney Ashman
the van ready for ,a trip_ to Vermont'' Brown has been planned but ·not
According to
and added that Donaldson said he scheduled yet.
· "didn't need a to-tbe-penny Chandler no action will be taken until a_fter the meeting.
estimate.''
Donaldson confirmed ·Bushman's
statement but said some of the work
perJormed was ''totally unnecessary."
.
The 1979 van underwent a brake
job and · extensive engine work in- ·
eluding a new piston package.
. in last week's Future, a headline
No contact has.been made as yet incorrectly listed the cost of SG van
with the dealership and Chancller repairs at $14,000. The figure should
said there wouldn't be until "all our have been $1,400. The Future
pos~ibilities are investigated.'' ·
.regrets the error.
A ~eeting between Chandler, ·
000000000

A former manager of the UCF
biology lab will be sentenced to- ·
day after pleading guilty to
charges of second degree theft ·
.and dealing in st()len merchan-.
dise.
Ralph Absalom Burt, 29, pied
guilty Nov. 7 to the charges. involving $4,5()0 worth of universiSentence, page 14 ·

I ri~u ARE iNVri:Ei>I »,
: ~·

PROTESTANTWORSHIP

U

Every Sunday Morning
Student CenterAuditoriu~ 'A'

: u
n

10:00 - Coffee and Doughnuts

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ~

ADMIT TWO FOR ONE

WITH .THIS COUPON OR UCF l.D., SUNDAY·-T~URSDA Y ONLY

NOW PLAYING: PATERNITYW/BURTREYNOLDS
MIDNIGHT: BLUES BROTHERS- ~/ JOHN BELUSHI

: ·

==:

~

Conway Shopping Center
(Next to Sheik's & Duffs)
.4446 Curry Ford Road

.=.~.·.··.·.·

by Mary Wilson
Edltor-tn-Chlef

Correction

%su:;

:

Ex-UCF lab
mana,ger
sentenced

PHONE, 282-FILM

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W
. IN·E···G·A·M·E·S··········i
.

.WESLEY FOUNDATION
Winter Schedule ·
Sundays - Worship Service - l 0:30 a. m. SCA-A
Mondays - SEARCH: The Parables of Jesus, 4 p.m.'
SSB 143
Wednesdays - Fellowship Meeting - 4 p.m. SOL
SPECIAL EVENTS
Florida United Methodist Student Conference, Feb.
.
26-28, Leesburg, Florida
EyeGlass Recycliing ·
Other retreats, projects, and trips.
.
COMEJOIN"US ·

.

Rev. Bob Gibbs
(United Methodist)

n '

_

~:~:-::::J~M=~~=M~~:o:::::·~:::::-w::~:~:w=iii~;wiiii4li
TIRED OF BEING SNOWED

BY SHOE SMBMEN POSING AS AUDIO EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP'FOR A
DOSE OF ·F ACT INSTEAD OF f'ICTION.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS• KITS•CABINETS .
•X-OVERS•DRIVERS
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON .ALL BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

Page4
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TOO MANY MINORS

BUT WHY ME? LOOK
AT THESE OTHER

BEEN GETTIN6

Dorms named

SERVED AT THIS

PEOPLE •• !

HERE PUB, BOY.••

Both the. old and new UCF
residence halls have been renamed. Instead of being named after
letters of the alphabet, the dormitory names are. now Florida
county names: A-Volusia Hall;
B-Lake Hall; C-Osceola Hall;
IT-Polk Hall; E-Brevard Hall;
F-Orange Hall, and G--Seminole
Hall.
.

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cut $7.00

ADDICTED TO ADVERTISING?
HAVE WE GOT AJOB FOR YOU!

Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome

CALL OR STOP BY THE FUTURE BUSINESS OFFICE
273-6245 ACROSS FROM THE HEALTH CENTE~

10509 E. Colonial Dr.·
(Winn Dixie Center)

282•170.

UNION PARK

paily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

MARKETPLACE
~TQPm.mat~.SJ

1
Roommate needed to share 3-bdrm. 2-bath house. I

typists .

services

. help wanted.

*

I
EXPERT TYPINC: 24 yrs. exp. Full tinie. Term
Five miles from UCF. $100/mo. and Y:i utilities.) Have you ever flown an airplane? If not, try your I
papers, theses, reports, resumes, ~t~. C~rrectlon
Call 282-5380 after 6 Pm or weekends.
hand at one of the world's most sophisticated
BALLOONS
--. I flight simulators. Subjects from 18-28 needed for A great way to say I Love .You or just Hi. Either of spelling, sramm1r, punc. and ed1t1ng 1ncludetl.
Female to share 4-bdrm. house. 2 rms. for rent . dperiment within next few months. $3/hr. plus J way you'll be happy you said it with helium. 1, 2, Reasonable .. Call Bea, 678-1386.
$150 & $170 pays all. 10 min. to UCF. 671-8877 reimbursement for l·hr. travel. Please contact or 3 dozen delivered by singing tuxedoed Typing service available. 11 years experience
before 4:00 PM.
Karen Thomley or Dan Sheppard at 277-5356 on messenger. Show you care. Call Balloonatics at Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
weekdays from 9-4.
· I 275-4183 or 275-4372 now. Fa'!tastic rates!
Female is looking for a female to share a twoFAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
bedroom 2-bath unfurnished apartment. Call WANTED: GRADUATES ORGRADUATING SE~l.O.RS 1 Veteran, college se;;i;-~eds good part-time
Becky 678-1147 after 5 PM.
TO BE TOUR GUIDES for school groups v1s1ting 1 work. Yark, paint, light maint. References Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction o
Disney ~orld. Needed • friendly personality, avail. provided. If you're an overworked ~rof, give your- spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers,
thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
4 days in a row. Super pay!!! No exp. necessary. I self a break today. Ph. 841-5038, Dick.
·
and typing. All work prepared on IBM displa
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3-bedroom CALL TOLL FREE, 800-631-2241.
.
--..,..
writers. Full-time staff, all have college degrees
condo, $125/month and Y3 of util. POOLSIDE CON·
Make your next presentation something 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.
DO, LDR. MAT, TENNIS, ETC., ETC ..10 miles from Part-time, _earn big in~ome plus bonuses as an in· 1·SLIDES.
special. Twenty slides frof!1 your originals for
UCF. Phone Arthur 830-1679 or 894-6642 or 894d~pendent. dealer selhng an au~o eme~gency r~ad I $26.95. RUSH SERVICE AVAILABLE. 898-4770.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST _ FAST _ ACCURATE _
5441 anytime.
kit. Total investment·$36. Write for information
.
----.
.
I
EDITING- DAY OR EVENING-678-0241.
to: Manager, P.O. Box 21161, Seattle, WA 98111. I Social Science Research Services, P.O. Box 361, .
__ _ _
Orlando, Florida 32802, 647-3059. Su~ey
C
p f t .t
1
16
Large, private room w/ 2 full baths. Across from Pt.-time homecleaners needed 10 to 20 hrs. per research, policy analysis, papers and briefs. I Rat~s too :~gh.7 : 11 ~e.11
~:v YP~~ENINJ~sG;~.
campus. $921mo. 282-5097.
wk. Must have high school diploma trans. and ~icensed.
.
:;~~nee a ow ra es, ca
or
--phone. Can earn up to $4 per hr. within 1st 3 mo.
Call 671-7463 for details.
'
I TYPING appearance counts ·in grad"ing.1 Ex·
Room to rent • wanted: a good male or female
,
j
¥ ECONO-MOVE 896-9037 ¥¥¥·
student to rent a room in a nice long wood hm. I- - - - - - - - - - - - - A~S ~OVED FROM 569. HOMES FROM 599. OF- I perienced typis~ • 1.mi. !rom c~"!pu~ • do all types
Convenient location. Small family. RELAXED at- I
.
FICE MOVING LOCAL-LONG DISTANCE.
I of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
mosphere (we could use another kid). $175/mo., I
·
Sel. II. Marti, 365-6874 before 7:30 AM or after
includes kitchen priv., all util. (except long dist.
ATTENTION CERTIFIED SCUBA DIVERS
I 5:30 PM or UCF X2811.
:::;~~~;r;.:o:s~~~~ :;sn~!~~ privacy. For info. 1 6-piece living room set. Brown vinyl, dark walnut Expand your abilities. THE DIVE STATIONN in
•
'
·
·
wood. $375. 4 kitchen chairs, vinyl, chrome, $40. cooperation with NAUI is offering an ADVA CED I
·
Call 894-5885 or 678-7366.
DIVERS COURSE. COURSE begins on 1127182,
Female roommate wanted. Nonsmoker to share
--finishes 3131182. 20 sessions • lectures on We.
luxury condo. 2-bdrm, 2-bath. New appliances and I 1977 Pacer moped. Low mileage. Runs like a nights, 10 dives on. Saturday. TUITION: $200 in· I
newly furnished. Seven miles· from UCF. Call I char..,. First $175 takes it. 2872·5181.
eludes $20 textbook, all class materials, dive
Carolann at 678-2536 Mon. and Wed. after 10
trips (boat fees, air fills, park entrance fees, etc.).
PM. Other days after 5 PM. $200 per month, Yz '1978 Honda 550-K, luggage rack, two Shoei We will carpool for trans. CERTIFICATION: NAUI
util.
I helmets, 23,000, miles. Asking $1200 or best of- ADVANCED DIVER certification card, diploma, and IWANTED _ CARPOOL from PB Mel. area. MWF.
fer. 1979 Robler & Cambell French P!ovincial cloth patch. For more information call REED CLINE Classes 9 to 3. Call 725-4190.
piano, $800 or best offer. Sofa bed, hke new, at 273-6770. ·
I
·---•- - - - - - - - - - $150. Call Jose after 7:30 PM or on weekends at
I
215 1614
•
·
·ABORTION sERv1cES, FREE PREGNANCY
I Rolling Stones photos, '81tour.282-5097.
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden- I Carpool, Deland area. Contact Bill, 734-4763.
-'. -.
I
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
,.
Duplex for rent, )'2 mile from UCF. 2-be~room, 2· I Contemporary matching couch· & chair, solid N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by~~.h~urs I
bath. $350/month. Call 862-0733 for information. beige, ideal for apartment use. $200 or best offer. a day: 422-0606; or toll !ree 1 (800) 432-8517.
I
Phone after 5:30 PM, 695-2417.
FREE PREGNAN-~ TESTINGI
Two·bdrm.11-bath.'pt. _,cross from UCF. Unfu~., I
Pregnant? Need help? 841 •2223
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ffiill
air, immediate occupancy. 7 ino. or 1 yr. lease. Ph. I A rt
t 1
· /
1· t
f" h

I
I

1
I

I

---

. I·

--- ·

I
I
I

I

I

.

·

for Sale

I, __ - ·- ________ _

1

---

I·

I

I

carp9ol

I
I .

. . __ 1I

for rent

TEST~ 1

1

.

I

b::kc~:e~ c~c~s·: ;:::r~:i:,u::f~s~h~:~·ra~~o:

·
·
I
275-3439.
: . ··
shoe sNis, ~ther sport items, kitchen appliances,
• ~
-- ·
toys, etc. etc. Call 678-0457.
Fumis~ed private room with phone and· ut111t1es
included. Some kitchen privileges .for 2 peuo.lprleed., OVIEDO AREA, 2 STORU-BDRM. HM. ON. 2
$210 ~ month. Couple p.referred: Will .be req
f ACRES. PRIVACY TREES. 3700 sq.· ft. including
to as~1st '!'anager occasionally. Five miles north o
sq. ft. m~eting rm. with balcony. Only
11400
.UCF in Oviedo. 36 5-5276·
$68,000 with terms. Call Geo. Wilmer Assoc., Inc.
REALTORS, 831-6900.

I

I

I
Qviedo • new 3-bdrm. 1¥2-bath 2-story! cedar I l~rf4 vw Sun. Bug, -;;;-;.int, brake~, clutch,
deck, garage, convenient to bank, post office, and I rebuilt engine good cond. $2100. Phone Mickey,
shopping. $385/month or $130 each for 3 or $105 I 282-5665. '
each for 4. 365-5606.
I
--:--·
· By owner • Chickasaw Woods 3/2 home on quiet
Stalls foa<_rent, UCF Oviedo area. $451month, full I cul-de-sac. Great room, lg. kitchen w/ pass-thru
board avail. Ph. 365-7094I bar, 26.7 x 12 covered patio, fenced yard, ceiling

I

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished &, Unfurnished ~$2~35-S2~
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

On-site bus svc. to·UCF & Colonial Mall

faJIS, fireplac_~· 12 mi. to UC!. Ass~~ble 10%
mtg. Call 273-6245 for info or weekend appt.

f-------.- ----- 1
personal

~~~ea~::i:~~=~:.~~~~::~~=~:~

Call
men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
- - - -

Gay Community Services of Central Florida of~
fering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot
line with trained members & special activities. For
information call 84 ~ 275 ~- .
ABORTION SERVICES, birth c;Pntrol information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-092~
.

1-------------I
wanted

I
I Wanted to buy: cars under $1000. Call 277-5551
I
I
,
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
I after 5 PM.
I We are reorganizing the UCF Chapter. If you are a I
I brother or are interested in a service
I organization, call Joel at 671-3392 evenings.
I

1
I

gh£boc
(0"@/inic
628-0405

Toll Fre>~ A00-412-':i249
PHYSIClA MA AGED
ESTABLISHED 1973

..
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Folly or therapy?

Look info my eyes ·
by Tom Brown
Future staff

Have you ever been to a show that put you to sleep halfway through? Or maybe you have
been on stage and felt like an absolute fool. For those of you who have not, the PAC
- Popular Entertainment Committee is offering you that chance. .
.
Tom DeLuca, a professional hypnotist, will be appearing in the SCA Wednesday, Jan. 27,
at 8 p.m., presenting what has been called one of the ten most requested acts on college campuses.
Part of D_eLuca 's act calls for some brave souls in the audience to volunteer for a little en·
trancing onstage entertainment, consisting of post-hypnotic suggestions and age regres·
sion.
Though it's all in fun, there is a serious side to DeLuca.'s two-hour presentation.
''Most mentalists' claims are pure bunk,'' said DeLuca. ''The biggest problem, and the
one that annoys me the most, is that these people are employing trickery and getting rich at
the expense of others.''
.
DeLuca has the credentials to back up his claims. He received a bachelor's in communication psychology at the University of Miami, a master's at Sangamon State University in
Springfield, Ill., and worked for two years as a hypno-therapist in Decatur, Ill.
Tickets for the show (99 cents for students; $1.99 for the public) can be purchased at the
·
door or from the Student Center.

Tom DeLuca, professional hypnotist

Hypnosis bona fide therapy in ·medicine
by Elizabeth lwaszuk
Future staff

Though once shrouded in the
mystical image of stage trickery,
hypnosis today is a practice ac·
cepted by the medicalprofession for
its therapeutic purposes.
In his booklet, Modem Medical
Hypnosis, William T. Reardon
defines hypnosis as a mental and a
physical state which a person will·
ingly enters by accepting a hyp·
notist' s suggestions.
Twenty years after its medical ac·
ceptance, hypnosis is being used to
overcome such problems as poor
eating habits, poor self-confidence,
and pain during natural childbirth.
Joe B. Mccawley, an Orlando hyp·
notist, is professionally accredited
through licensing to treat patients
referred by doctors. He notes · the

growing popularity of ethical hypnosis.
About 90 percent of his clients are
prescribed hypnosis by their doctors, Mccawley said. Hypnosis has
had a high success rate among
migraine patients, which is especial· ly helpful because there is neither a
cure nor a drug to mitigate the pain
of migraine headaches.
Mccawley has taught hypnosis to
professionals in law, in medicine and
in psychology as well as to laymen.He sees approximately 12 clients dai·
ly and teaches eolirses in ethical
hypnosis and self-hypnosis.
McCawley's course in ethical hypnosis covers techniques of induction
(how to put someone in a trance) and
methods of deepening the hypnotic
state.
Two common methods to induce a
_hypnotic trance 81'.e eye closure and
hand levitation.

According to the book!fypnosis
in the Relief of Pai.n, the eye closure ·
method involves a subject's staring
steadfastly at an object while the
hypnotist suggests relaxation,
drowsiness and eventually eye
·
closure.
Hand levitation induction can in·
volve a subject's concentration on
his own hand in his lap. The hypnotist suggests to him that his .hand
is getting lighter until the subject
lifts his hand to his face level. This
signifies total relaxation and pro·
bable hypnotic trance.
Although Mccawley said almost
anyone could be hypnotized, he did
add that the extent of the success of
hypnosis depends on three factors:
motivation, belief and cooperation.
Because hypnosis requires attention
and concentratio~, children under 6, ·
active psychotics and ·people .with
IQ's below 75 may not be candidates

for hypnosis.
Self-hypnosis is important to retain desired affects. Mccawley said
post-hypnotic affect usually lasts
between two to four days. If a per·
son learns to hypnotize himself, he
can control his behavior without the
aid of a hypnotist.
According to McCawley the time
element for self-hypnosis training
varies front person to person. On the
average, six to 10, 25-minute 8es·
sions are required to learn the craft.
Appointments are usually three to
seven days apart.
At one time society thought hyp·
notism to be a stage show in which a
passive, submissive subject was
commanded to do embarrassing
stunts at the whim of a dominant
hypnotist. However, the contem·
porary hypnotist helps · to ·improve
the individual through teaching him
self-hypnotic techniques.

Willingness necessary to indu~e hypnosis
to him for help and can rely on his own abilities to
self-hypnotize.
.
Features editor
·"I enjoyed it," Matus said. "But I never believ·
ed I was hypnotized. I went in with the expecta·
hypnosis· (hip·no'sis) n., pl. -ses (·sez). .
tion that it would feel different. Mostly, I just felt
1. An artificially induced sleeplike
profoundly relaxed. A subject has to learn to
condition in which an individual is
judge hypnosis by its results."
extremely responsive to suggestions
Since her initial self-hypnosis classes, Matus
made by the hypnotist
has taken two others . with McCawley, one a .
The key is acceptance. No one can be hypnotiz· beginning course on how to teach self-hypnosis
and another an advanced training course about
ed unless he· wants to- be, according to Susan ethical
·
hypnosis.
Matus, a UCF psychology major.
Matus, 21, is studying w become an ethical
hypnotist and is quick to dispel old wives' tales
·
about hypnosis.
One theory of hypnosis is the unconscious mind.
takes over the conscious, ''which is an unfortunate choice of words,'' said Matus. She thinks
the Freudian influence of terminology con·
tributes to the pejorative meaning hypnosis
sometimes has.
She explained she "doesn't trust" Freudian
concepts because their elements can't be
measured such as the influence of the id, ego, or
superego of an individual's behavior.
In the summer of 1979, Matus attended selfhypnosis classes administered by Joe B. Mccawley, an Orlando hypnotist and one of the
foremost professionals in his field, according to
Matus. The classes included a series of eight sessions in which Matus learned to hypnotize
herself. She said McCawley taught under the
principle that a client can eventually stop coming Susan Matus works with a subject. Mike 11r~chiFuture
by Andrea O'Malley

''The ethic-1 hypnosist is different from the stage
hypnotist," Matus said. "The stage hypnotist is
the one most people are familiar with.''
Though certainly not a fake, the stage hypnotist is most noted for his showlike perforilance
of hypnotism.
"People say, 'I don't want to walk around like a·
chicken:" Matus stated. "No one should be em·
barrassed by hypnosis. People are afraid the hyp·
notist will make them do something absurd. I
think the biggest fear about hypnosis is someoµe
having 'control' over them. They see it as a power
struggle. Actually it's a cooperative effort." · .
When she graduates from UCF, Matus hopes t<>research literature about hypnosis to better
understand her field. "If I'm going to be workiiig
with hypnosis, it's only right that I know as
much about it as I can," she said.
Matus would like to lecture at high schools and
universities and perhaps set up low-cost group
sessions for students.
Matus has successfully hypnotized 10 of her 16
subjects. . She said some subjects can feel her
discomfort as a novice hypnotist, which affects
their acceptability of -suggestion.
Matus added, "(Hypnosis) is an ability we all
have. It's useful and practical. It's a shame w~en
it's wasted."
There are some faults to hypnosis, which Matus
readily admits. "We don't know enough about
it," she said. "In hypnosis you're dealing with a
cognitive state, which is hard to define.You can't
see it, so you can only postulate about.it."
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UCF maid staff short handed
by Elizabeth M. Perkins

routine because of. those new dorms. buildings open and an additional
The newly completed dorms, E 127 residents, each maid is required
(Brevard Hall) and G (Seminole tO clean a. whole building. This inWhen . some of UCF's student Hall) were opened up after the eludes trash collection every m9mresidents returned from the winter Christmas break; alleviating the ing, sweeping ' and mopping the
holidays, they found themselves in·a .· crowding of three-people-to-a-room halls, dusting, cleaning the elevators
in dorm F (Orange Hall). Before ·E and the suites. ·
new dorm room.
When some of UCF's custodial and G were opened, the maids
According to Chris McCray, direcmaid staff returned from the winter assigned to the new complex were tor of housing, one new maid was
holidays, they found them.selves required to clean two -floors of · hired for C (Osceola Hall) when that
with a tougher and tighter cleaning Orange Hall. Now with two new dorm's ~st maid was transferred to
G dorm. As a result, UCF only had
r··mi1ilBDli!ii!i1111.mramliiliam:--r:imi::m.:mmzz11SZ~mZJ==:z:::l:il!Bmm:m:3:m:m:mm:s:z111:1~~~ one maid per residence hall. The
1 reorganization also increased the
I maids' Workloads tO Cleaning Seven
suites a day instead of six.
Liz King, who has worked here for
: 10 years and is now in Seminole
: Hall; said that prior to the change
·i she was able to spend about 45
minutes on each suite. Now, she is
only
able to spend 30 minutes on
1
~ch .suite. "I just have got to get
adjusted to it,''she said.
Colonial Nelson, of Orange Hall,
. agreed with King that such a tight
schedule is somewhat unrealistic,
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
"This morning (Wednesday) I had to
MASTER QHARCE • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESt . .
skip my break so that I could get all
, of the trash collected," Nelson said.
.
- .
· She feels that such a routine does
Future daft

The Most Complete Radiator Shop
In Central Florida

. "LOW PRICES"

t.p;. ;. . "FREE''
_ I*'

TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA · .

.

!

~~,; ·11111111 I
275-9927

to662·E. Coluiaf Dr.- Union Park

·

·Mike Brach/Future

Another long hall of work . . .
not allow for the ''odds and ends'' of
cleaning, such as vacuums breaking ·
down, having to go to other dorms
for trash cans and having to dust
the telephone booths and windowsill. ''I want to get the job done
but I also want to do it right,'' she
said. <
McCray, on the other hand, feels
that in the past, when there were
less rooms to clean, the maid had too
much time in which to finish the
work.
. . ..
''Once the dorms are completely
filled, we will make adjustments to
the staff,'' McCray said. He also
plans to increase the staff size when
the commons area; which will serve
as a r~reation room, kitchenette
and laundry mat, is completed. "To
hire additional help at this time. ·
would be a waste of money. At this
time it is not necessary," he said.
In last week's Future, the -wrong
date for a Harris Corp. meeting was
printed in an advertisement. The ·
date should have read Mon., Jan. 25,
not Jan 15. The Future regrets this
errot.
.JEWISH STUDENT UNION

JEWISH STUDENT UNION
INVITES You
ToABRuNcH
SuNDAY,JANUARY24

ll:OOA.M.
AT ROLLINS COLLEGE

•SPEAKER ABOUT ISRAEL•

'81~82

•Movrn•REFRESHMENT~·

Grads!

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL SARAH AT

628-2910
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Get Yourself
a piece ol the pie!
OPEN HOUSE FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY
DATE MONDAY' JAN. 25 'Tl ME 7-9:30 PM PLACE JOHNNY'S PIZZA PALACE,
4908 LK. UNDERHILL RD.
All Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and ·ent to answer any questions and discuss career
Computer Science students and faculty are cor- opportunities with graduating seniors and ad·
dially invited to attend. Displays and literature van~ed degree candidates,
about the high technology, state-of·the·art proRefreshments will be served. Join us.
grams and products of the Fortune 500 Harris On campus interviews: TUESDA v, J.' AN.
26
Corporation will be available. Engineers and tech• , ,,..
nical m~nagers from Harris divisions will be pres-
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Collage courtesy of Dogfood

Dogfood: theatre of the strange
by Larry Thompson
Future ltaft

In the scratch-and-claw competition known as the free enterprise system,
the standing rule is ''It takes money to make money.'' This presumes two
things: First, that profit is the desired goal and second, that success will be
_determined by the amount of profit .Dµlde.
There is, of course, an ·exception to every rule. Just ask Don Gilliland.
Gilliland ha.s been employed for the past three years by Record Mart, during which time he became buyer and manager for the store. After spending a
year as a regular contributor for Free Bird Magazine, he decided it was time
to mtroduce a new form of musical entertainment publication to the growing Central Florida market.
The 23-year-old UCF public relations major is the creator and editor of
DOGFOOD, a newspaper/magazine published every six weeks. With the aid
of volunteer writers and his own brand of innovative journalism, Gilliland
produced the first issue of DOGFOOD in May, 1980.
As its banner proclahns, DOGFOOD exists for "Feeding the minds of the
canine rook world." And to- that end, it is "Always Free."
"With DOGFOOD, we're hoping to fill a void," said Gilliland. With the
immen~e, proliferation of many good, new bands not all of the tunes will
make the airwaves. ''We hope to expose these bands and help them out,''
said Gilliland from DOGFOOD headquarters in the Record Mart on SOuth
Orange Blossom Trail.
''This town's getting bigger and more exciting but people are afraid to
change," Gilliland said, referring to the current glut of pop-rock pabulum he
calls ''leisure suit music.'' He also noted that there is not quite as much
Southern rock being aired on the larger FM stations.
Granted, the bands previewed in the pages of DOGFOOD are not as com·
mon as those of the American Top 40 hitmakers but they are nonetheless
entertaining-groups such as Echo and the Bunnymen, the Swimming Pool

Q's, U2, et. al. With names like these, one might be tempted to label
DOGFOOD ''new wave.''
"rhat's a term that sort of bugs us," said Gilliland. "People got this im.;
age of safety pins and all that. (They) just don't understand the music. If
they listen to it, chances are they'll like it.''
Besides new bands, DOGFOOD covers already established artists such
as Bruce Springsteen, the Cars and J. Geils Band, to name a few. "We cover
everything from Neil Young to Bab Marley," Gilliland- explajned, and
"whatever is new."
For a project begun not quite two years ago with an initial circulation of
only 1500, D<;JGFOOD has expanded its readership not only in · Florida
cities (Tampa, Mi8.Dli, Orlando, Gainesville, Tallahassee) but in major cities
such as Atlanta, Philadelphia, Boston, and New York.
The circulation in the bigger cities helps attract the advertising of major
record companies, explained Gilliland.-"Advertising is still a problem," he
said, although R. J. Enterprises, Inc. keeps the magazine in print with
revenue from "a few businesses" as well as personal ads ("mostly from
musicians") and support from Record Mart.
After the February issue, DOGFOOD will end Phase 1 of its existence.
After what Gilliland described as "a re-evaluation, '-'Phase 2 will begin in the
spring of this-year, with a re-designed format and improved writing. It all
relates to the almighty dollar.
"That's the main handicap ... the money," Gilliland conceded. But he is en·
couraged by positive feedback from faithful readers and is opthnistic about
the future of his slightly bizarre brain-child, named after an obscure Iggy
Pop 's ong .titled "Dog Food."
Sometimes, though, people in a .''safe and non-threatening'' atmosphere
are reluctant to change. Don 'Gilliland remains undaunted. His winsome
face was creased with an ironic smile when he mused, "If a band like the
Beatles ~e out in 1982, I doubt they, would get played on the radio."

The nearly departed are gathered
Critics for this seasonal roundup
He tries s~ hard in his latest move,
were Lee Elliott, Kathleen Foronda, but B~ Reynolds just can't fail.
Diane Taylor and Larry Thompson. "Sharky's Machine" follows an implausible storyline, employs un·
The holidays boosted box office necessary gore and introduces weak
attendance with a longed-for supporting characters. But fast·
smorgasbord of excellent new films. action, high tension and Burt keep
So excellent, in fact, that they've viewers on seats' edge. In a time
slightly worn out their wefoome. when movies stress social com.men·
There's no more certain way to get tary, morality and history,
rid of a film than to review it. It's "Sharkey'.s Machine" doesn't. It
usually gone before readers
am· . stresses nothing but blood and guts,
hie on down and see if "that ig· which makes for a cheap 2·hour
norant, no-taste critic" is right or thrill.
DT
wrong.
The following films should be out
Like a child who finds out that his
of town before you can say "One cut·
rate bargain matinee special cheapo Saturday morning television heroes
are but mere mortals after all, it was
ticket.''
painful
to watch the two heroes of
NEWS FLASH ... New movie
"Saturday
Night Live" muddle
released as "Absence of Malice" titl·
their
way
through
one of the big
ed wrong ... Should be "Absence of
movie
disappointments
of the year,
Reality" ... Writers, producers, ac·
"Neighbors."
The
once-dynamic
duo
tors should regret error .. : Movie a
John
Belushi
and
Dan
Aykroyd
of
definite Hollywood fantasy ... But
Sally Field still cute . .. Paul just could not save this film from a
Newman still blue-eyed ... Plot still boring sctjpt and hapless sight
gags.
·unbelievable.
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Even though the premise of
"Modern Problems"··the adven·
tures of a radioactive air traffic con·
troller With telekinetic powers··has
potential, it is never fully exploited
in this movie. The film suffers
throughout from incoherent ·con·
tinuity and tnte sexual overtones.
Chevy Chase is an unintentionally
pathetic character who can elicit on·
ly a fe~ moments of laughter. The
best scenes from this movie were
those aired as previews on televi·
sion.
LT

I

I

I

'

And there 'lies the typical '20s
saga of the misguided nice girl and
rock·botto~ loser who somehow
team up··despite their dreary
situations··and somehow find some
reason to dance on the streets and
sing to strangers.
- KF
The old warhorse, George C.
Scott, is back for a hammy turn as
the head of a military academy in
"Taps." Timothy Hutton plays the
cadet who engineers a stud~nt
takeover when the owners want to
raze the campus to build con·
"Pennies from Heaven" is a char· dominiums. Many good films have
ming spoof on the extravagant '20s been made about youth revolt:
"If... " (at Loch Haven, Jan. 30) is
Hollywood musical productions.
one. ''Taps'' is simply ridiculous.
· Steve Martin stars as sheet music
peddler caught in~ life replete with
"Ragtime" is so visually gorgeous
great dreams and ambitions that it's almost hard to take it seriously.
always get washed away by ill-luck. Almost. E. L. Doctorow's novel has
His love (lust) interest is a quiet, · been superbly adapted to the screen
sh~ltered school teacher (Bernadette and set to a loving score by Randy
Peters) who, after a night with the Newman. The dizzying prosperity
traveling salesman, falls into a and crushing poverty of this cen· _
series of misfortunes.
Films, page 8
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f
-page 7 directed tale. But the predictable
_
rom
'50s Hammer Films ending is less
tutjr's teen years come together in a than the story deserved. A good efkaleidoscopic, fast-paced view.
fort, though the best thing about it
Elizabeth McGovern has been is that more people may read the
panned by critics for her "daffy" novel.
portrayal of Eveljrn Nesbit, the girl
Warren Beatty is never completein the red velvet swing and ''the first
sex symbol." But her slouching, ly believable as left-wing writer
pouting baby vamp is a wicked near- John Reed ("Ten Days That Shook
parody of another generation's the World"), but "Reds" is a good
Brooke Shields.
· and grim account of the Russian
Revolution as seen through the eyes
"Ghost Story" falls prey tO the of two idealistic Americans. Diane
"Shining" syndrome. This book Keaton is nicely despicable as
,couldn't make it to the screen in- Louise Bryant, possibly her best
for
tact, so Peter Straubis readers may dramatic role. "Reds" is a
be disappointed. Yet, this shorthand thinking people; no mere ''Dr.
account of accidental murder and Zhivago" escapism · here. Beatty
haunting revenge is tense and .chill- takes a novel approach with direcing. Fred Astaire, John .Houseman tion, as he in~erts . real interviews
and the beautifully creepy Alige with Reed's comtemporaries into
Krige are wonderful in thi~ finely the action.

rum

ON CAMPUS
Friday, Jan. 22: The StJ1dent
Center Bed Race has been canceled. ''Escape from New
.York,"-8:30 p.m. -SCA. "Up in
Smoke, "-special midnight
show-SCA.
Sunday, Jan. 24: "Escape from
New York,"-8:30-SCA.
Monday, Jan. 25: Homegrown
. Night has been cancelled.
· Tuesday, Jan. 26: Concert, Ted
Piltzecker (jazz vibraphonist),-8
p.m.-SCA.
Wednesday, Jan. 27: "The Love
Bug,"-7:30 p.m. - ENAUD Hypnotist Tom Decluca - 8 p.m. SCA. See related story, p,5.
•
Student artist Dick Alford will

be exhibiting his collages and
cibachrome prints in the Student
Organizations Lounge (across
from the dorm mailboxes-in the
SC Jan. 25-29. This is the first in
a planned series of student exhibitions. Call 275-2611 for info.
AnJone interested in joining
the Skating Par,ty at the Ice
Palace Jan. 29 should call the SC
at 275-2611 for info on times and
rates.
Beginning and intermediate
photography classes are starting
Feb. 2nd in the SC. Call 275-2611
or drop by the SC main desk for
info.
"Refocus," an exhibit of alumni
photography continues · in the
gallery (HFA 305) through Feb.
12. Call 275-2676 for more info.

tcftaeQ's

Italian Re$taurant & Plzz-a

12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Flmida
COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN
COOKING & PIZZA IN TOWN
AND RECEIVE A 103 DISCOUNT
WITH YOUR UCF l.D. CARD
"You really haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us."

WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS
CALL

Delight Yourself
ByTryingOur:

273-3631

Salads, Spaghetti, .Kavloll,
Manlcottf, Calzone,
Sti!ak Hamburgers,.Subs,
Sicilian & Napolltan Pizza

Lasagna~

WINE&
-BEER
AVAILABLE

MON.-THURS.
11:30-10
FRIDAY 11:30-11
SATURDAY 3-11
SUNDAY 1-10 .
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DAILY HAPPY HOUR
tl AMto7 PM
2-FOR· 1 DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

•

•

: SUPER BOWL DAy : .
: . Sunday,Jan.24 ·:

••••
•••
: ~2 BIG SCREENS¥:
••
•
•• Happy Hour All Day •••
:•
&Evening
:•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
••
••
••
••
•

MONDAY••••••••••
•Pool Tournament• Cash Prizes
•Quart Night $1.75

• •

•

•

TUESDAY••••••••••
•Drink or Drown
8PMto12PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink! ·
WEDNESDAY•••·• •.•••
•HAPPY HOUR .
All -Day & Evening
2For1 Drinks.
$1 Off Pitcher-s

ORL-ANOO, FLA.
CONCERT----~-------

$1.00 OFF WITH STO·DENT l.D.

THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
.
3 Fr;ee Drinks for Ladies

MAMMOTH

SONDAY••••••••~•••
•HAPPYHOUR
All Day & Evening
2 For 1 Drinks
$1 Off Pitchers

R-N-A RECORD'S NEWEST RECORDING ARTISTS

MONDAY NIGHT, JANUARY
25, ·o NLY!
.
)

•
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nc./. art/ fllms/ concerts/ speeches/ races/ rallies/ demonstrcitlons/ 18ctures/ casting calls/ gallerles/ plays/ music/

Runners, on your mark! Two
5,000 lneter (3.1 mile) events are
scheduled. "Run for Heart," a
benefit for the Heart Associationsponsored by the Hyatt Orlando and
the. Track Shack-begins at 9 a.m. at
the Hyatt Orlando. All runners will
get free t-shirts. Entry fees are $5
· advance, $7 the day of the race, Feb.
13. For more info, call the Track
Shack, 1322 N. Mills Ave.
_
The City of Or4mdo is hosting the
2nd Annual "Sweetheart Run Under
the Stars" at Turkey Lake Park at 6
p.m. the same d8y. Registration is
$l per person and $1 per extra couple. Call Paul Mesa at 849-2288 for
more info.

Every April the Future staff -r ips
the blinds off of UCF with stories
and satire in the legendary Fudge
issue. We'll be the first to admit
that this annual self-parody isn't ex-.
actly the Harvard Lampoon, but it
does cause a yearly shock wave-well, ripple-of consternation· on·
campus. From the President's office
to beloved SAGA, nothing is sacred.
If you have the seeds of the
master satirist in you, if you've
always wanted a crack at writing for
Saturday Night Live, or if graffiti
makes your world go 'round, why
not submit an article for the Fudge?
It's your chance to bite the hand
that reads to you.~. ·o r something.
All contributions should be typed,
double-spaced, 60 spaces per line
and Xeroxed (sorry, we cannot
return articles). Drop them .off at
tlie Future offices by the Health
"Center or in the Art Complex.
Deadline is March l, 1982.

museums/ attractions/ ETC./ art/ tll~s/ concerts/ races/

SAVE WITH STYLE!·!.!
Clip & Save 10% With This Coupon .

1· ~1r~N;~a;:·t~~~·!·,.
Hwy. 50 just

w. Of Alafay.a Tr.·

(Fairwa}'.' Shopphtg Cent~r)

University Hi!l Duplex Villas
RENT/
OFc A-BRANif
- --'I

-~

Circus World is auditioning talent
Pianist Clifton M~tthews will be
Jan. 30~31.
Experienced actors, the ~est performer •t the Annual
singers, magicians, and traditional Scholarship Benefit of the Central
circus acts like fire-eating and Florida Music Teachers' Associa~
sword-swallowing are needed. Call tion. .Matthews will perform in contheir personnel office between 8 a.m. cert Jan. 29 at 8 p.m. at Loch
and 5 p.m. at (305) 422-0643 or (813) Haven, and conduct a master class
424-2421.
in piano Jan. 30 at 9 a.m. For more
info, call Ruby Townes at the music
dept., 275-2867.
Sentinel Star · book editor Ed
Hayes will host the Friends of the
Fat foe Richard Simmons will be
Library's 'fifth llll:DUal Dinner With at Circlis World Feb. 27-28. Tickets
the Authors Feb. 20 at the Interna- are the ueual $10.60 for adults.
tional Drive Holiday Inn. Tickets Those attending the sessions are adare $12.50 per plate. A reception for vised to come dressed for a workout,
the writers at 6:30 begins the even- and don't bring any crippled
ing, followed by the dinner and talk noodles~
sessions with Fran Leibowitz
("Metropolitan Life"), A.E. Hot-·
Preservation Hall, the' legendary
chner ~"The Man Who Lived at the New Orleans · Jazz balld, will per·
Ritz"). and Frank D·e ford form at Valencia's East Campus
(''Everybody's All-American"). Call Jan. 22nd at 8 p.m. For info, call
the library at 425-4694 for reserva· 299-5000.
tions and more info.
Goldenrod, Florida is seeking ar·
tists and entertainers for the 4th An· JVC's 2nd annual video competinual -Goldenrod Festival on March
tion offers $30,000 in prizes this
6th.
If you want commer~ booth
year. Entrants must be over 16 and
space, a parade entry -or information
clirrently .enrolled in school. Video
about the · art show, call Ken
tape entries must be original works
Mikesell at 677-6980 or Lavergne
in these. categories: documentary
Ryan ·at 678-8080. .
(20 min. maximum length), news
short (5 min.) or creative (20 min.).
Auditions for ·"The Price,'' a
Grand prize winners in each play by Arthur Miller will be held
category will receive a $1,000 in the Science Auditorium on Jan. ·
scholarship and video equipment for 25 at 2 p.m. and Jan. 26 at 7 p.m.
himself and his school. For official Performance dates are March
entry blanks and more info, call the 18-21 and March 25-27. Call
Future at 275-2601, or come by the 275-2861 for more info.
editorial office on Libra Drive.

speeches/ rallles/ demonstrations/ lectures/ casting calls/

ALF
EX VILLA
L-~----.

AOck

· ffOUse

Walking Distance to UCF
Bedro_om, 2 Bath
i/ Central Air
~CBS Block Between Units
i/ Asking $38,000
i/ Rentals A vailr;r.ble From Investors
i/ Underground Utilities.
i/

i/ 2

Are you tired of looking for ·
happiness? f'Jo matter what
you do; fulfillment can only
be found· in Jesus .Christ.
He wants you to know Him
personally. Come and
learn how great life con
· -- · bel Tuesdays at 7p.m.

Call: 273-1241 1:30 to 6 425-2600 Anytime

Th• Rock Hous•
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assemblt,1
1199 Cloy Street. Winter Pork

STUDENT CENTER ·MIDNIGHT MOVI~

644-UH

FRIDAY, JANUARY 22

· (located betw~en Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)

!,Ji/,t~k-¥-t ~~-Ml

50¢ - UCF STUDENTS $1.50 - OEN. PUBUe

COUPONS EXPIRE JANUARY 29, 1982 ·

BEER & WINE SOLD
NO ONE UNDER 19 ADMITTED

l'aJUiei t9a C'AUMn J'tou
7 438 University BIVd.

* UMITED SEATING*

TICKETS Will BE ON SALE BEGINNING AT 8 PM FRIDAY
DURINC THE RECUIARLY SCHEDULED MOVIE (ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK)

FRESHEST ICE CREAM

"V

Univers~ty S_q~are

678-0637 Open 10.a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

·- r..-•·•-•a .,. ___ ._ ••

"7

'
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Student Body President
George Chandler said he would
like to see those recommendations implemented along with the
voluntary meal plan. Chandler
said he has worked out a viable
voluntary plan that could be implemented by Feb. 1. On Monday, he presented his proposal to
President Trevor Colbourn's Advisory Council.
''There were some questions
from the board. They wondered if

costly.
The mandatory plan
guarantees SAG A a certain
revenue.
Scott has since recommended
SAGA expand its serving hours,
serve meals during final exam
week, offer higher quality entrees
and.provide meal tickets that can
be used at all campus food
outlets.

it would be cost effective in the
fall and asked which was more important - quality or the voluntary
meal plan," Chandler said. "If
it ~ s voluntary, it (SAGA meals)
has to be reasonably priced and
quality food."
Colbourn met with a group of
residents involved in the rally and
said he agreed with many of their
points. "I think there can and
should be a significant effort to
improve the quality and environ-

ment of the food (served by
SAGA)," Colbourn said. "The
priority then is one of improviiJg
.
quality."
According to Colbourn, a panel
of students and administrators
are meeting to discuss the meal
plan issues, and will make recommendations at the president's
staff meeting Monday. Some of
the recommendatfons should be
implemented by Feb. l, Colbourn
said.

Senate
Notebook

TRA.NSATLANTIQUE
APPEARING
FRIDAY &SATUR.DAY
JANUARY 22 & 23

by Mike Griffin
Future staff

VERNON HALL
COMING
FEBRUARY 5 &6

~·

r

The '14th Student SeQate Tuesday re-apportioned two seats. due
to a shift in UCF's student
populatioi;i.
Bill 14-8 keeps the total number
of seats at 45, but removes a seat
from the College of Arts and
Sciences and adds one to the College of Engineering.
Arguments that the senate was
already too. congested with
bureaucratic red tape appatently
convinced the bill's opponents to
change their views as the legislation was accepted by 1unanimous
consent.
The senate apportionment is as
follows:
College

-;::=:===============- - -.::....::.._.....:....:;.=-=--===------:------- -- - -----=----- - - - - - -- ---, Arts & Sciences

A JTiramWaJker
•

coo:rseJ----n
Secs education.
•

•
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~.~
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l-\AND,
(BE l feR .'f'E:rj
ill_ HAND\)
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NOn\tNG ·

IS~m:R

THAN

...,,

~;;;

HIRN.A WAU<lir:\
1Rl PlE. SEC
·ON THt=..

Business
Engineering
Education .
Health
Liberal Studies
Unclassified
Totals
At Large

Students
Enrolled

Senate
Seats

12
9

4,381
3,205
2,130
2,104
549
599

6

6
2

2

·o

29

37
8
45
In other senate action, the
senate accepted another nomination for the president pro tempore
seat vacated by Tom Gergora last
week.
Sen. Kim Veroski was
nominated and joins Dave Bartholomew and Robert Peterson as
candidates for the position.
· The three candidates will make
speeches next week and the
senate will elect a replacement.
Also on the senate agenda for
next week will be debate on the
'proposed changes in the Finance
Code. Sen. Dave Kiser explaned
the substantial number of
changes suggested and requested
that the senate table the issue un·
til all senators could study them.
13,097

Roe.KS.
Cuf5--1rompage1

For a free
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"That's not true. You still
need the fifteen hours.''
· No university employees
were dismissed because of the
cutbacks, both men said. Goree
did say a freeze had been put
on certain hiring. For example,
when an employee resigns or
retires, no replacement is hired.
Wlien asked when the stu. dent body would feel the effects of . the cuts , Goree
answered, "You won't know
it."
He quickly added, "it's
already been done." Ellis referred to the consequences as.
"minimum visible effects."
•

• J

r t,.

1

'

.,
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Sports week
Knights,edge Rollins 79-72
by Marty Fisher
Future staff

After 21 chapters, you woul<:{ think the· story
would change just a little.
_ But· after Tuesday's bi-ann~al regular season
shootout between UCF and cross-town rival
Rollins, it was obVious_that no one among the enthusiastic throng of 2,500 fans in the Enyhart
Alumni Fieldhouse wanted to change the script.
This one, as most of the other games in the
series, went down to the wire. Neither team was
able to pull away successfully until Willie Edison,
who had a sensational ·night from everywhere on
the floor, put the Knights up 75-70 with ~4
seconds to play.
· Edison and Isaac McKinnon added crowd
pleasing stuffs before time expired to finally give
UCF a 79-72 win.
The Knights, now 13-2 overall and 2-0 in the
Sunshine State Conference took a 12-9 lead in the
series. It was also their fourth in a row and fifth
of the last six. Rollins drops to 8-5overall·and1-1
in the SSC.
Edison led all scores with 29 points, including
an incredible 13 of 15 ·from the free throw line.
Senior guard.Jimmie Ferrell added 17 points, hitting 7 of 8 of his free throws. .Rollins pre-season

All-American candidate Joel Fiser led the Tars either team.
Enter Willie Edison.
with 22 poin~s.
.
"Now I know what the Rollins-UCF game is all - The 6-foot-1 senior from Lincoln, Ala. rose to
about," said UCF first year assistant coach Dave the occasion, filling the height gap left vacant by
the big men.
·
Shaw. "I wish it was like this for every game.
"Our kids just played great," said Shaw.
The place was nuts! It was like two guys slugg. ing it out. They knew what we were going to do "Edison did a great job, and so ~d ~ddie Rhodes
and McKinnon. And these guys aren't even on
1 and we knew what they were going to do. It really
is a great rivalry and the enthusiasm of the crowd scholarship.''
.
"We're always a little pessimistic about the
brings out a better style of play."
From the start, it looked like it just might be games, ~specially after losing three players a few
Rollins' night. Both teams traded leads until the weeks ago. We didn't know what was going to
Tars pulled away 27-21 midway through the-first happen. I think adversity b~gs out the best in
·
·
half for the biggest lead either team would have Torchy."
until the end. The Knights quickly recovered .
Chapter 22 of the UCF-Rollins saga is schedulwith the floor plan of Edison and some key ed for Friday, Feb. 12 in the UCF gym.
baskets -on the inside by junior power forward·Er-.
nie Tate.
Although outrebounded 21-10 by halftime,
UCF managed to battle back to take a 35-32'lead
into the locker room.
In the second half, the Knights got back on the
boards getting two and three chances to make the ·
basket. But as the game got more physical, the
UCF front line got into foul trouble.
Jeff Dorschner fouled out with six minutes to
go and Tate joined hi.in on the bench one minute
later. At this point the ~ame was still in re~ch for

UCF hosts Southern tonight
~y

Vince Cotroneo

three minutes to play, the Knights battled back
to tie the score· at 71-71. But Southern responded
with the immortal court-length pass to forward
With little time to savor their 79-72 victory Mike Hayes who sank a 25 footer at the buzzer,
over Rollins, the Knights are back on the court sending the Moes on their way to the NCAA divithis evening in the UC,F -gym and it's not what sion II national championship.
you would call a breather game. Florida Southern
While the Knights are led by five players in
is coming to town.
double figures, Southern depends on their AllThe Knights and the Moes tip off tonight as American center, 6'8" John Ebeling. Ebeling is
part of a women's-men's doubleheader getting averaging 27 points a game while hauling do-\vn
-underway at 5 p.m. with the women's game, with 16 rebounds. In the South Region fin~s la~t year
the ·men to follow at 7:30 p.ni.
at UCF; Ebeling totaled 40 points and 25 reboun.ds en route tO the MVP award for the tourUCF and Southern, both tied atop the Sunshine nament.
/
State Conference at ·2-0, will again deternline tern- UCF is paced by Willie Edison. Edison conporary SSC supremacy by the time the contest is tinues tO-be near the top of the NCAA statistics
over. The series is tied 8-8, but the Moes beat the for field goal per:centage, hovering around 70%. ,
Knights three of four times last season.
His 17 points per game average is to~ . on the
~
In their last encounter, UCF and Southern bat- team follow~ by Jeff Dorschner, Erme Tate, _
Mike lf'achlFuture
tied in what many call the best game ever seen in J~e Ferrell and Ronnie Thornton, all in dou- Isaac McKinnon goes up for two,.
the UCF gym. Losing by 10 points with under . ble figures.
Future staff

I

_·c ompete in Clemson tour·n ey tomorro.w

_

.

UCF ·wrest.le rs drop f ina I home·match
by Dave Sherman
Sports Editor

Coach Mike Aspesi's wrest~g
team closed out their home season
last Saturday with a· disappointing
20-17 loss to California State College of Pennsylvania.
.
The Knights jumped out to a
qtiick lead as Dave Stanley posted a
win in the 118 lb. class, but gave
away six points wh~n they had to
forfeit the 126 pound bout.
"We didn't have a wrestler in that
weight class," explained Aspesi.
'~We had three 126 pounders, but
one quit, one is ineligible because of
grades, and the other has to have a
hernia operation."
Aspesi has found a new 126 pound
Pam Glmaon/Future
wrestler though. Steve Perrotto,
Vince Hanlon of Cal. State(Pa.) tries to bite his way out of Ron Miller's who finished third in the Florida
state ·high school championships,
hold. Miller won the 134 po~d bout 13-3.
has joined the team.

Ron Miller got the Knig_~ts_ bac~
on the boarCI hi the 134 po:und class.
.Miller posted a 13-3 major decisi~n
over Vince Hanlon to record his
foqrth wiil in a row.
Jim Austin, a 142 poundsophomore from Carmel, Ind., Steve
Policastro, a 177 pound senior from
Lincroft, NJ and Orange Park
heavyweight Brian Parker recorded
wins for the Knights.
UCF left for South Carolina last
night to compete in a dual .match
against Jacksonville State College
of Alabama tonight, and the Clemson Eight Tournament tomorrow. .
The Clemson .invitational will
feature team dual match competition. Only teams will aqvance, not
individual wrestlers.
UCF will open the tournament at
9 a.m. tomorrow against Georgia
Tech. The winner of that match will
then meet Pembroke State at noon.
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Matt Meyer drafted by Tea Men
by Carl McKnight
Future 1tatt

,

For the second time this year, a
UCF soccer player has gained the at·
tention of the elite in the sport.
On Dec. 14, Matt Meyer was
drafted by the Jacksonville Tea Men
of the .North American Soccer
League. Earlier in the year, reserve
goalkeeper Greg Deutsch was picked by the St. Louis Steamers of the
Major Indoor Soccer Leag\le. ·
Meyer, a t.ough defender fro~ St.
- Louis was a fourth round pick, but
only the second pick of Jacksonville.
The selection came as a surprise to
the co-captain of the Knights. "I

was very disappointed that I didn't
get drafted by the MISL. But when
I received the telegram, I was so
happy that tears came to my eyes,"
Meyer said.
Meyer came to UCF as a transfer
student from Maramec Community
College in St. Louis. The compact
defender started every game in
those two years, receiving all·
conference and all-state awards.
Last spring, Meyer and teammate
Ed Myslinski were invited to the
Olympic trials in South Carolina.
But Meyer said his most
memorable occasion was scoring the
winning goal in a stunning upset
over No. 12 ranked North Carolina,

I

that catapulted UCF to No. 2 in the
South division last fall.
But the NASL is not always a
dream come true. Especially for
Americans, since most coaches and.
players are .Europeans and look
down on American talent.

But that doesn't discourage
Meyer. ''I'm just going up there and
giving it my best shot, and if I make
it, I make it. If .I don't it's not the
end of the world.''
Meyer is 1the seventh ·UCF
soccer player to go pro.

Search committee named
Colbourn also said there ·Was no
UCF President Trevor Colbourn last
need
to reopen the search and
Friday named a new Athletic DirecB:Ssigned
the committee t.o review
tor Search Committee headed by Dr.
the applications already received.
.Bill Calllµ'man.
New members of the committee
Colbourn met with the committee other than Callarman are soccer
on Tuesday and reviewed the coach Jim Rudy and football player
Scott Ryerson.
criteria for the position.

c:•

J

41

WE THE BROTHERS OF . •
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
WOULD UKE TO CONORATUIATE

OUR NE\VLY INlllATED MEMBERS
WE'RE PROUD·fO CALL YOU
BROTHERS AND SISTERS
Ht CHAPTER ·.
AGREAT SOUTHERN MmON
c ONCE APIKE ALWAYS APlKE:,

-AUTO SALVAGE BROKERSUSED AUTO PARTS
AIRPORT TOWING
24 HOUR TOWING24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE /
BUY JUNK CARS
MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES
EAST HWY. SO
· EMERGENCY #275-8721

0

a~ .

AtAFAYA

UCF

·•

568-2156 ! ~

-

.

TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT!

SHORT.OF CASH?

-BRAND NEW! 2 BDRM ·1Y2 BATH

,..

All APPUANCES INCLUDING WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASER, CARPET, D•&S, PATIO!
WALKTOUCFI

x

......
•...
•

lllAYYAM

A

Is the price of school taking the excitement out ~f
your life?
.
Let Army ROTC gi·ve you extra money to help you
through school.
Army ROTC offers 2 and 3 year scholarships
that pay for college tuition, textbooks, lab fees and
other purely academic expenses. Plus you will receive
a tax free·living allowance of up to $1000 each school
year the scholarship is in .effect. Not to ·mention
the spark of adventure Army ROTC will add to your
life!
To take advantage of this opportunity or ·for further
information contact;

ARMY~

/

II

CONTACT: CARL •ERS
REAL mATE ONE INC.

UCF

644-6244

~·----·---------~-------··----·--~-··-·-·-·-~

~

Major James D. Hornaday
Department of Miljtary Science
UCF (305)275-243~
I

.MAFA'tA

g

10UR MONTHl1 RENT IS 0Nl1:
*87.SO ea. w/i roommates
*H6.66 •· w/2 roo111mlfll
•11s.oo n. w/1 roommate

--------------------·

rI c~s~
l
!
~

~

I

I~
Pizzeria ..-+ Rist<.1raqte

Hwy. 50.Just West Of Alafaya Tr.

l!

(Fairway Shopping Center)

I
(

282-4242

MON.-THUR. U:OOAM-ll:OOPM

~
~

i

FRI. &SAT. ll:OOAM-l:OOAM
SUNDAY l:OOPM-lO:OOPM

I BEER & WINE

.
~AVAILABLE . •

.

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
All You Can Eat
Salad Bar with

Mini Cheese Pizza
$2.50 (12·3 p.m.)

~----------··-·---------·· •111••-~Nillll~
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Women beat Rollins
in conference game
The UCF women's basketball record overall, but that record is
team won its second straight Sun- deceiving. The Lady Knights are 9-2
shine State Conference game Tues- against Division II opponents and
clay night defeating the Lady Tars are undefeated in the SSC.
of Rollins 67-61 in the Enyhart
Tonight the Lady Knights will
Alumni Fieldhouse.
· host Florida Southern in a conThe Lady Knights are usually a · ference game beginning at 5 p.m. ·
run .oriented team, but due to recent According to Sanchez, it will be a
foul trouble, Coach Jae ·Sanchez wide open game from UCF.
decided to slow things _down.
"Florida Southern is a set up, zone
"We played our best zone defense type team so 'Ye'll probably try to
and forced them to shoot a good take the action to them and make
percentage,'~· Sanchez said. "We still
them-play our running game."
rari our break well though and the
One big plus for the Knights
way it turned out we stayed out of tonight will be the return of Karen
foul trouble.''
Harvey to the line up. Harvey has
Susan Brase led the scoring for missed four games due to a sprained
UCF with 24 points and Teresa knee and according to Sanchez, she ·
Tinsely added 18 more as the Lady will be 80 percent up to par for the
K~ghts were never in serious trou- game.
ble during the game. UCF led 35-29
at ·the half, and opened leads of as
· There is bad news for the Lady
much as 12 points in the second Knights though. Kris Armitage
artan La,...,/Future
period.
.
underwent knee surgery last week Coach Joe Sanchez directs the Knights against Rollins
The win leaves UCF with a 9~10 . and
i! a long
s~ot_
playoffs:.
. .iilllii
..
. .· .llliiiiiiliillll
______________
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Golfers
struggle
in tourney
by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

Battling terrible course conditions
and a lack of consistency, Wayne
Mendel's UCF men's golf team
struggle4 to an 8th place finish in
the Hall . of Fame Classic held last"
weekend in Tampa.
Brevard Community College won
the overall competition and Rollins
was the best among Division II
schools.
J0e Foguth led the UCF golfers
with a 76-73-76 performance for
12th place. Brad Estes ended the
first clay· with a 70 but fell off the
pace with back to back 80' s.
"We ·had some good individual
performances but not the day in day 1
out consistency," said Mendel. "All
the guys had one good round but
that wasn't enough. We just don't
have the early consistency."
"It's too early for us: We just
didn't get enough practice for the
. tournament. I did however see '
enough to give me good reason to
think we are still going to have a ·
good spring.''
Other Knights that participated ,
in the tourney were Scott LeDuc,
Terry Martin and Scott Heuler. i
Heuler suffered a pulled back mus- .
cle but still finished the competition. t
The Knights, two-time defending I
Sunshine State Conference champions, had to battle the elements as
well as the Gulf Coast. ''The course
was terrible because of all the r$,,,
said Mendel. "The greens . were
very quick but not true/'
The Knights have almost a month
to prepare for their next tournament. UCF travels to -Deland to participate in the Stetson Hatter
Classic, held Feb. 19-20.

I

Wrestlers ·frompagen

~

"This tournament ·w ill be good
competition for us since we'll be going against some good Division I
teams. It will be good preparation
for the Southeast Regionals in
February,'' Aspesi said.
UCF will have three weeks to get
ready for the regionals which will be
held February 12-13.
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UtUity deficit
results in
campus cuts
by Mike West
Future staff

MARTIN· MARIETTA
DATA SYSTEMS
Let one of the largest, full-service data
processing organizations in the Southe~st.
design the career system to meetyourcareer
goals. We offer a variety of professional
positions to capitalize on your talents Business Systems Designers, Computer
Systems Designers,. Computer Specialists,
Communication Systems Specialists, and
Financial Administrators.

At Martin Marietta Data Systems, you will be
working with state-of-the-art computers
which include IBM 3033's, 3081 's, and mini·computers such as the DEC, VAX, and PDP.
Not only does Martin Marietta Data Systems
provide a working environment of advanced
computer hardware and software, but also
offers an outstanding salary and benefit
package.

,,.

By becoming a member of a team that's a
leader in advanced computer technology,
you can help meet the challenging demand
to provide manufacturing softw.are
packages, remote computing services, and
consultation to our customers in 41 states,
_Asia, Europe, and the·· Middle East.

To learn more about how Martin Mar~etta
Data Systems is changing the pace of life in
Florida, schedule an interview with our
Orlando division representative through
your Placement Office.

CAMPUS INTERVIEW
DATE
·February 3, 1982
If our interview dates aren't convenient, we'd
sti.11 like to hear from you, so write us at our
Orlando facility.
I

MARTIN-MARIETTA DATA SYSTEMS
·Debra Henry,
·
_College Relations Representative
P.O. Box 5837-MP357
Orlando, Florida 32855

MARTIN MARIETTA
DATA SYSTEMS 9
WHEAE YDLIA CAAEEA FLITLIAE BEuUlS TD(]ffl!
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

About $350,000 will be plucked
from academic programs and
departments to pay UCF's utility
bill, said John Goree, vice president of business affairs.
According to Goree, about 65%
of the money will . come from
academic programs. The rest ,will
come from other departments to
compensate for the needed utility
funds that were not allocated by
the state legislature.
Goree would not specify which
programs or departments would
be cut.
· Jim Smith, ulliversity budget
officer, said the university requested $2.14 million to cover
utility · costs, .but only received
about $1.7 million. Fiscal funding ·
covers JUly l, 1981 to June 30,
1982.
Smith said the funds were
allocated for "purchased energy-electricity and natural gas.''
According to Smith the university estimated its utility de.ficit
after the Physical Plant submitted cost reports of six months of
utility expenses.
Using the first six months of
operation expenses as a base,
Smith said projections for the entire year totaled $2.1 to $2.2
million.
Goree said that UCF's utility
bill 'is comparable to the other
state universities' expenses.
"Things are tight· all over and
they may get worse,'' said Goree,
"but we certainly hope not."

·-s-entence
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ty equipment. .
One of the stolen items, an air
conditioner, was sold to a UCF
employee.
Burt was .in charge of purchasing eqQipment for the UCF lab.
He resigned in late February after
the university began in. vestigating his use of biology
department purchase orders. He
was charged with ordering a
toilet, sink, drapes, car battery,
two outboard motors and an air
conditioner which were never
received by the biol~gy department.
Burt held the position of
biology lab manager from 197 5 to
1980.. His November trial followed an internal audit which revealed questionable purchases "in excess of $37,000," according to
John Go:cee, university business
manager.
After pleading guilty to the
charges, Burt was ordered by
Orange County Circuit Judge
George Diamantis to $35,000. in
restitution to UCF. About $5,000
of that sum will be used to reimburse the university for its investigation of the theft.
Burt could be sentenced today
to a maximum of 15 years for
grand theft and five years for
dealing in stolen property, and
fined a total of $15,000.
State prosecutor Less Hess has
· requested that Burt be sentenced
to 364 days in jfill and placed on
probation for 20 years.

,
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Fight fee
The preppy look may enjoy a new
surge of popularity on Florida campuses.
The impetus won't be a trendy,
popular handbook. It won't be a
designer's line of fashions.
It could be a proposed increase in
Florida college tuition which may
price everyone but Buffy, Muffin
and Reginaid out of the college
market.
.
Tom, Mike and Mary should rally
to oppose the increase..
Colleges should be somewhat elite.
Some people don't have the brains
to attend. Others don't have the
need or inclination.
But middle- and lower-income
students with smaller or ~ewer financial aid · checks, ·should not be
eliminated from college study by
another tuition increase.
Students registering this term
found themselves paying a higher
fee. The matriculation portion of the
fee had been raised by 20 percent.
Gov. Bob Graham's proposed
budget for 1981-83 could add another
20 percent increase in matriculation

fees beginning next September.
The proposal is part of Graham's
long-range objective of increasing
student tuition until it covers about
30 percent of the total cost of
students' education.
If approved hy t~e legislature,
next fall fresluµen and sophmores
taking 15 hours would pay an extra
$50. Juniors and seniors with those
hours would pay ~ additional
$57.50.

With the prices of books, board
and ineals rising, and the number of
federal cutbacks increasing, the student on a shoestring budget may
have to drop out. College could
become .primarily a rich kid's oppor·
tunity.
Some students are protesting the
proposed increase with letter
writing campaigns and campus
rallies. At UCF a petition drive has
begun through Student Government
to discourage state legislators from
approving the tuition hike.
Fortunately, legisJators seem
divided on the issue. With a strong
student outczy, legislators may

WE'RE

CUTTING THE BUDGET A GAIN 50 YOU RE
GOING TO HAVE TO TIGl-/TEN YOUR BELT A LJTTlt!
defeat the governor's proposal:
payirig the (higher) price this term.
1

An attempt was made to rally stu·
Tom, Mike and Mary--you can
dent opposition to' the first tuition take the hint, can't you?
increase, but it received only a
Mary Wilson
lukewarm response. Students are
Editor in 'chief

Letters
Tips for. campus safety
Editor:
The January 4 rape incident on the UCF exercise
trail is a source of much concern among many of us
who run on campus. In truth, the Umversity can res1>9nd to such incidents only by restricting the use of
on-campus facilities. The real responsibility for the. safety of on-campus runners lies with th~ runners
themselves.
If you are interested in jogging ~n or near campus
at times during the day, Monday through Friday,
. and would like to run with others, please send the
following information to Dr. William C. Oelfke, at
the UCF physics department:
1) Name, mailing address and phone
number.
2) Days of week and hours you wish to
jog.
3) Exercise trail and/or distance you wish
to run.
4) Your running pace.
5) Are you now keeping to a regular running schedule at these times?
I would strongly encourage all runners-men and
woment faculty, staff and students--to send me this
information ~nd do your part to overcome at least
this one part of the UCF sec~ty problem.
Dr. William C. Oelfke

Want jogging partners?
Editor:
The attack which took place near the exercise trail
on January 4 has called campus attention to the
need for increased safety and security.
We encourage students to review and consider the
·
following suggestions:
Please plan ahead to avoid putting yourself in
vulnerable situations. When at your place of
residence, be sure your doors are locked. Identify all
persons who wish to enter. When persons leave,
check the door to be sure it is returned to the locked
pnsition. When leaving your residence area, use the
''buddy' t system, especially at night.
If driving, be sure to check the inside of your car

Future
·before entering and have doors locked while travel·
ing. Don't pick up Ritch-hikers. If comniuting to
campus at night, park in the best lighted areas.
Don't take shortcuts through unlighted or
isolated areas. Try to .avoid . routes adjacent to
shrubbery and, again try to travel in pairs.. If you
live in an area across from the campus, make every
effort to walk or 'ride with others to or from classes
at night. If you must walk alone, walk_in lighted
areas and don't cut across parking lots or wooded
areas. Report suspicious persons or activities on
campus to the University police immediately.
If at anytime you feel uneasy or afraid to leave a
classroom, residence hall, lab or practice 1,'.00m, call
the Univ~rsity police for an escort.
John Smitli
Carol Wilson
C. W. Brown
UDiversity Police Associate Dean :Oean of Students
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·invading his _space
Editor:
I am writing this letter to bringt~e UCF Ad·
ministration's latest outrage to the attention.of the
students. In parking lot number ~~ which is osten·
sibly for dorm students and commuter students, the
Administration has set aside several of the most
convenien~ parking spaces for food service personnel!
·
In the face of UCF's fantastic parking shortage
the loss (or gain) of four or·five spaces has no real importance. The general trend, however is alarming. If
UCF had a surplus of convenient parking I would
have few qualrils about VIP parking for ad·
ministrators, and possibly for professors, but there
are not enough spaces ..I personally feel that if an administrator or professor is a few minutes late, wor.k
or class is definitely not going to start without him.
If we do give preferential parking to administrators and professors as a matter of courtesy,
I still don't see any grounds for extending it to.staff, ·
or the absurdity of reserving the space 24 hours a
day for administrators. It is much more difficult to
catch an administrator in his office at all than to
keep him working overtime.
.
I feel that it's completely nonsensical to reserve
space for SAGA workers. I do believe.that this new
act will make it much easier for UCF's finest to fill
the Administration's coffers by ticketing cars at ll
p.m.
Stan Halbert

Ade.ires~ correspondence to the Future,
P.O. Box~ Orlando 32816. Letters
and news announcements must be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday to be considered for ;
publication in the next issue.
Opinions expressed in the Future are
those of the editor or the writer and not
necessarily those of the University Board
of Publications or administration.
· This public dOcument was promulgated
! at an annual cost of $~CW or 6.9 cents
per copy to inform the university com·
munity. Annual advertising revenue of
$50,560 defrays 68.9 percent of the annual
cost.
The Future is funded through the Activity and Service F:ee as allocated by the
Student Government of the University of
Central Florida

Letter 'Policy
The Future welcomes letters from
its readers. Letters must bear the
writer's signature and phone
number, and must not exceed 250
words.
The Future reserves the right to
edit letters to. fit avail~ble space.
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